Three great concerts next weekend—September 2016

Sunshine Coast Symphony Orchestra

On Saturday the 10th of September at St Peter’s Anglican Church Maroochydore, there will be a brief and epigrammatic encounter with some of the more popular and lighter ‘Classics’ played by the superb Sunshine Coast Symphony Orchestra conducted by Adrian King.

The sonorous tutti orchestral sound of Mendelssohn’s Hebrides Overture, Handel’s Royal Fireworks Music, Coates’s Dam Busters March, Elgar’s Empire March and Vaughn William’s Folk Song Suite will be contrasted with John William’s Theme from Schindler’s List – Violin Soloist, Mai Yamanka; Ford’s Polonaise for Piccolo – Soloist Phillipa Hancock; Bizet’s Duet from the Pearl Fishers – Soloists Wendy Selby and Ros Shaw and also an inspired and contemporary piece for Tuba played by and composed by the Orchestra’s resident Tuba player John Szukutko.

An afternoon of cupcakes is included, so come and satisfy your senses, enjoy listening to the memorable melodies and toe tapping rhythms of this kaleidoscopic programme.

Tickets: $20

http://sunshinecoastsymphonyorchestra.com/sub/
Or phone 07 5442 3445

BAROQUE BRILLIANCE
with
Pacific
Chamber Players

Saturday 10th September
Eudlo Hall, 2.00 pm

Sunday 11th September
St Peters Catholic Church, Coolum, 2.00 pm

The annual Baroque Brilliance concert have become very popular as they allow the audience to hear the group players performing individual solos on their respective instruments. Pacific Chamber Players have been performing on the Sunshine Coast for over 10 years with up to four concerts in their annual recital series. The ensemble is made up of local musicians who are professionals in their field. Some have trained overseas and others have been members of an Australian Symphony Orchestra or the Australian Youth Orchestra.

As well as working as Instrumental Music Teachers in schools for the Education Department on the Sunshine Coast, they perform in various groups both on the Sunshine Coast, Gold Coast and Brisbane. These concerts have a tinge of sadness as the ensemble farewells one of its founding members: esteemed musician Ronald Webb. Fulfilling their commitment to supporting local organisations in need, part of the proceeds from each concert is donated to Bloomhill Cancer Care.

The concerts are value added by not only enjoying beautiful Baroque music, but enjoying a social afternoon tea afterwards. Tickets are available at the door priced at $27 (adults) $22 (concessions) $7 (students).

www.pacificchamberplayers.com  Phone 07 5446 8128.

Expand your musical horizons as Louise King takes you on a virtuosic collection of art music written in the last two decades for solo cello inspired by landscape, horizon, place and light showcasing her signature style of virtuosity, expression and vivid story-telling. Inspired by natural landscape, sense of place, stories of migration, identity and global horizons, this performance promises beauty and lyricism. Hear the evocative sound of didgeridu bowing, musical birdcalls on the horizon and natural landscape. Acoustically brilliant, visually stunning, enticingly modern, expertly curated, the CELLO DREAMING collection offers a thrilling glimpse into art music composed for solo cello.

9 September 6pm Cooroora Institute

10 September 7pm USC Gallery – Horizon Festival

11 September 3pm Lift Gallery Maleny